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Geographic Information
Systems training and
consulting company
based in London.
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WHO WE ARE
We are an innovative and rapidly growing full-service GIS
training and consulting firm. We provide our clients with
cutting-edge solutions and the know-how to apply them to
their individual business models. We’re a rapidly growing
company that delivers reliable geo-enabled solutions to
support the operational model of various organisation in
the United Kingdom and beyond.

Our mission

is to be a growing
one-stop-shop GIS company providing excellent
GIS Training, Consulting and Services in an
integrated high quality environment.

Let our experts assist you with strategic GIS guidance,
management and support that allows you to take your
mind off geospatial technology and concentrate on your
core area of business. pGNOSIS provides cost-efficient
solutions that simply make good sense.
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OUR CORE VALUES
Excellence
We are committed to excellence in everything we do,
and we strive to continually improve. We are
passionate about achieving results that exceed
expectations — our own and those of others. We drive
for results with energy and a sense of urgency.
Leadership
Through effective leadership, we consciously release
and maximize the potentials of our people thereby
recording high levels of performance and subsequent
growth of the company.
Team Work
We take pride in harmonizing our individual skills and
experiences to effectively deliver results that align
with our corporate goal and client needs.
Integrity
We are honest with others and ourselves. We meet
the highest ethical standards in all business dealings.
We do what we say we will do. We accept responsibility
and hold ourselves accountable for our work and our
actions.

Diversity
We learn from and respect the cultures represented
around us. We value and demonstrate respect for the
uniqueness of individuals and the varied perspectives
and talents they provide. We have an inclusive work
environment and actively embrace a diversity of
people, ideas, talents and experiences.
Partnership
We have an unwavering commitment to being a good
partner focused on building productive, collaborative,
trusting and beneficial relationships with
governments, other companies, our customers, our
communities and each other.
Ingenuity
We seek new opportunities and out-of-the-ordinary
solutions. We use our creativity to find unexpected
and practical ways to solve problems. Our experience,
technology, and perseverance enable us to overcome
challenges and deliver value.
Trust
We trust, respect and support one another, and we
strive to earn the trust of our colleagues and partners.
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CONSULTING

Our unique approach to geospatial consulting gives us a
leading edge in the marketplace and we work with
organizations in a range of industries including Oil and
Gas, renewable energy, engineering and charities helping
them to accomplish set goals and target in spatial
information technology.
GIS and spatial information is evolving and most
organizations are adopting the technology haphazardly.
However, the benefit of GIS is immensely integrated
within the conclave of its adoption, deployment and
management. For an organisation to benefit from any
GIS investment, there is the need to properly organise,
select and deploy appropriate GIS that is capable of

meeting the specific needs of the organisation.
We understand that GIS technology is technical and that
there is need to be tactical in adopting the technology in
any business place. A “persistent-think-through
approach” based on “need analysis” is very important
when deploying spatial information solution or GIS in any
organisation. Our team here at pGNOSIS have the
experience and expertise to see through a process that
will help any organisation to successfully deploy an
effective GIS.
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BIG DATA
pGNOSIS helps organisations create a holistic
information management strategy that includes and
integrates many new types of data and data
management alongside traditional data.
Making big data actionable and operational in the
business will provide new insights, service delivery
methods and higher performance, complementing
existing analytical technologies with techniques and
discovery tools.
A snapshot of services we offer include but not
exclusive to;
Customer Experience & Loyalty
Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning
Fraud Detection
Integrated Marketing Effectiveness
Big Data Visualisation
Decision Management
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UAV AND DRONES RELATED SERVICES
The science of mapping is constantly evolving, aerial surveying and
mapping have been liberalised by the availability and advancement
in Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV). pGNOSIS has initiated
partnerships with both local and international corporations to deliver
surveying and mapping solutions based on UAV technology.
We employ an innovative approach to delivering unique solutions to
our clients in surveying, mapping, surveillance, plus assets and
facilities inspections both for onshore and offshore operations. We
carryout remote inspection of facilities by deploying our smart crash
and collision avoidance drones (UAV), therefore allowing for
visualisation and inspections of assets and facilities without
disruption to operations or the physical environment.
We deploy drones to deliver our surveying and mapping solutions based on the knowledge of photography which is the
combination of low altitude aerial photography with cameras that are geometrically calibrated. The output is a series of
mapping products such as assets/facilities precision target photos, orthophoto mosaics, terrain model and digital
elevation model.
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pGNOSIS REMOTE MANAGEMENT
With our remote management service, we assume the full responsibility of a potential internal GIS department or
team of a company by providing every geospatial service that may be required while you focus on other businesses.
Our team of GIS Technicians, Analysts and Developers are trained to provide cutting-edge GIS services ranging from
surveys, data capture, data re-engineering, spatial analysis, map production to web services.
The benefits of this service include;
Best value for money you can ever get with our competitive rates
No need for extra office space
No need for any investment in IT infrastructure required for a standard GIS team.
No need for rigorous recruitment process and other liabilities such as agency fees and other staff benefits etc
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DATA CAPTURE
AND RE-ENGINEERING
We are committed to sourcing, capturing and
re-engineering data from various sources to achieve
coherent and efficient GIS solutions, giving our
clients’ geospatial team access to appropriate
information.
We are able to handle data from various sources and in
a range of formats including scanned documents, film &
paper maps, aerial photographs, and images are
scanned and georeferenced so that they provide
geographic context for other data while maps, aerial
photographs and images are scanned prior to
vectorization
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SPATIAL DATA DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT
pGNOSIS has developed a data management system using ESRI geodatabase framework, to store all
spatial and non-spatial data relating to a specific projects standard operations.
We implement a robust procedure for the update and management of
each client’s database; including capturing the As-Built data and storing all
project reports.
This comprehensive methodology allows relevant parties complete
temporal and spatial control of data for both analysis and auditing.
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METADATA MANAGEMENT
Metadata Management provides the visibility and
control needed to manage change in a complex
enterprise data integration environment.
The pGNOSIS Metadata Model provides
enterprise-class metadata management for data
integration environments with role-appropriate
views for business and users of the geospatial
infrastructure.
Our Metadata Model provides a number of very
important benefits to the enterprise, including
consistency of definitions, clarity of relationships and
clarity of data lineage.
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SPATIAL ANALYSIS
We offer a range of spatial analysis to meet specific client project requirements. This addresses the full spectrum
of analytical techniques that are provided within modern Geographic Information Systems (GIS) which include:
Distance and directional analysis, geometrical processing, map algebra, and grid models
Exploratory Spatial Data Analysis (ESDA) and spatial statistics, including spatial autocorrelation and spatial
regression
Surface analysis, including surface form analysis, gridding and interpolation methods
Network and location analysis, including shortest path calculation, travelling salesman problems, facility
location and arc routing
Multi-Criteria Evaluation
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3-D ANALYSIS
We create, analyze, and display surface data and other three-dimensional data. With this we
evaluate the possible effect of mountains, valleys, building profiles, and other three-dimensional
objects on the spatial relationship of other objects giving a real life expression. Basically, we;
Generate three-dimensional contours.
Integrate data from computer-aided design (CAD).
Perform statistical analysis in three dimensions.
Create density surfaces from attribute data.
Perform line-of-sight analysis and create three-dimensional visibility
maps.
Work with most common data formats.
Build true three-dimensional surface models from
any point data source (including [GPS]).
Model real-world surface features, such as buildings
as well as subsurface features like wells, mines,
groundwater, and underground storage facilities.
Drape two-dimensional features or image data on
three-dimensional surfaces and have complete
access to tabular data via interactive query.
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TRAINING
We are the home of a unique approach to training and development where we work with
individuals and corporate organisation holistically to assess current status, identify
requirements, consult and design tailor-made training that guarantees instant return on
investment.
Our vision is to deliver essential knowledge that will empower individuals and
businesses ultimately translating to excellent careers and business growth,
profit and satisfied customers.
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TRAINING CATALOGUE
CORPORATE

Do you have 2 or more individuals in your organization in need of GIS training? We have made available our Corporate
Annual Training Bundle as an annual license for organizations of all sizes. For an annual fee you can get the training you
need in a self-paced, online environment. Get 24×7 access to all our self-paced courses. Students are free to take any
course, at any time, and can repeat courses as needed.

INDIVIDUAL

Are you a graduate, experienced professional or just exploring a career change? pGNOSIS’ courses and career programme
will prepare or enhance your profile for the hugely in-demand and high-salaried jobs in an industry with known
skills-shortage such as Spatial Analytics, Asset management, GIS Development and Open Source GIS.
We will provide you with Specialist Training, Professional Work Experience and dedicated job-hunting support to help you
secure your desired role or potentially job placement with our clients
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WORK
EXPERIENCE

With pGNOSIS practical work experience, you are
exposed to working individually and within team,
understand the language of the corporate environment,
learn to communicate effectively with stakeholders,
manage third party suppliers, integrate and communicate
effectively with other technical/non-technical teams and
produce necessary project related documents.

intensive practical work experience period working from
home in your spare time or at our London office
collaborating with other GIS, IT development, survey,
engineering and project management professionals
within the programme delivery office.

You’ll be working on a cross section of projects in
renewable energy, highways asset management, oil and
So, work experience becomes teamwork experience: gas, and utilities. You’ll also be exposed to the following
collaborate, brainstorm & Share using cloud services.
tools, which are widely used, by thousands of companies
worldwide and contains the standard functions used in a
What this means to you is that immediately after taking geospatial environment.
any of our courses, you qualify for our three months
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OUR PARTNERS
Since 2002, Boundless has developed and supported powerful
software for enterprise Spatial IT applications. Designed for bringing
spatial information into modern workflows, OpenGeo Suite
provides a complete platform for managing data and building maps
and applications. The experts at Boundless reduce the cost and
time of deploying and managing spatial software with packaging,
support, maintenance, professional services, and training.

We offer a full suite of career services to UK and Europe-based
businesses and professionals in the GIS, geospatial and software
development sectors. Services including; employer and job seeker
careers for permanent, contract and fixed-term, work experience,
early careers, GIS training, professional CV service and GIS
consulting

Since 2005, Geospatial Training Services has provided high quality
training opportunities for GIS professionals. Our training events are
presented in a number of different formats including traditional
classroom, live-online, self-paced online with access to the
instructor, and self-paced.
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OUR CLIENTS
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CONTACT US
RESEARCH & TRAINING CENTRE
HEAD OFFICE
Kemp House
152 City Road
London
EC1V 2NX
info@pgnosis.com

UK
Knowledge Dock
Business Centre
University Way
London
E16 2RD
sales@pgnosis.com

+44 800 093 8636
+234 909 000 7845

NIGERIA
5th Floor, Mulliner
Towers, 39 Alfred
Rewane Road
(Kingsway Road),
Lagos, Nigeria
training@pgnosis.com

+44 207 164 6376
+234 909 643 8908

www.pgnosis.com

